
Annuals



AGERATUM

Aloha Blue

Dwarf, early

flowering Aloha

Blue is best

suited in packs

and 4" pots.

Excellent in the

garden. Fluffy

blue flowers.

Height

5" - 8"

Spread

8" - 12"
 Full Sun

ANNUAL806



ALYSSUM

Mix

Clear Crystal

A tetraploid

alyssum series,

vigorous and

large-flowered.

Very showy,

exhibits more heat

tolerance than

regular Alyssum.

Height

6" - 10"

Spread

12" - 14"
 Full Sun

Lavender Shades

White

ANNUAL806



Mix

Senator IQ

Updating the popular,

dark-leafed Senator

series, "IQ" provides

darker leaves and

earlier flowering.

Great garden

performance with heat-

tolerance and weather-

resistance.

Flower Size

3/4" - 1"

Height

8" - 10"

 Full Sun to

Partial Sun
Deep Rose

Scarlet

WhiteANNUAL806

BEGONIA FIBROUS



Mix

Super Cool

Replaces Sprint series.

Extremely large

flowers, well branched,

and very floriferous.

Can be grown cooler.

Well suited for packs

and pots. Will flower

within 2-3 days of each

other.

Height

10" - 12"

 Full Sun to

Partial Sun
Pink

Red

WhiteANNUAL806

BEGONIA FIBROUS



COLEUS

Mix Select

Wizard

Dwarf and compact with

colorful medium to large

leaves. Uniform; basal-

branching. The Wizard

Series is nearly non-

flowering which means no

deadheading. Includes

Scarlet, Sunset, Pineapple,

Velvet Red, Mosaic, and

Coral Sunrise.

Height

10" - 12"
Partial Sun
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DAHLIA

Figaro Mix

This favorite

variety features

double blooms in

several bright

colors.
Bloom Size

≈ 3"

Spread

12" - 14"
 Full Sun
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DIANTHUS

Mix

Ideal Select

Early flowering,

well-matched

series. Well

suited to high

density production

in spring and

fall.

Height

8" - 10"

Spread

12" - 14"
 Full Sun

Red

Rose
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DIANTHUS

Raspberry

Super Parfait

Large flowers with

consistent eyed pattern

of vibrant colors.

Extremely early,

compact, and basal-

branching. Best suited

to packs and 4"

programs. Can be grown

cool.

Bloom Size

≈ 2"

Height

8" - 10"
 Full Sun

ANNUAL806



DIANTHUS

Crimson Eye

Venti Parfait

Huge blooms.

Height

6" - 8"
 Full Sun

ANNUAL806



DUSTY MILLER

Silver Dust

White silver foliage

with deeply lobed

leaves. Does best in

sun. Heat and cold

tolerant. Excellent

accent plant.

Height

8"

 Full Sun

Partial Sun

Shade
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GAZANIA

Mix

New Day

Bred for larger

flowers, shorter flower

stems, and fuller

plants. Well suited for

pack production,

containers, or baskets.

Excellent drought

tolerance for easy care

in the landscape.

Height

8" - 10"
 Full Sun

ANNUAL806



IMPATIENS

Mix Red & White

Beacon Impatiens are bred with a high

resistance to downy mildew. No need

for IDM preventative measures

according to Pan American. A must have

in the industry! They are slightly

taller than Super Elfins but with a

smaller flower size. Once again you

can confidently use impatiens to

create color in your shade beds,

landscapes and production programs!

Height

10" - 12"

Spread

12" - 14"

Partial Sun

Shade

Bright Red

Mix S
elec

t

ANNUAL806



IMPATIENS

Rose

Beacon Impatiens are bred with a high

resistance to downy mildew. No need

for IDM preventative measures

according to Pan American. A must have

in the industry! They are slightly

taller than Super Elfins but with a

smaller flower size. Once again you

can confidently use impatiens to

create color in your shade beds,

landscapes and production programs!

Height

10" - 12"

Spread

12" - 14"

Partial Sun

Shade
Orange

Violet Shades

White
ANNUAL806



IMPATIENS

Blue Pearl

Super Elfin XP

Upgraded and

selected from the

Super Elfin series

for extreme

uniformity across

the colors for

habit, timing, and

performance.

Excellent garden

performance.

Height

8" - 10"

Partial Sun

Shade

ANNUAL806



LOBELIA

Mix

Regatta

A trailing variety,

great for hanging

baskets; uniform. Do

not allow to dry out.

Height

10" - 12"

 Full Sun to

Partial Sun
Midnight Blue

White

Rose
ANNUAL806



LOBELIA

Marine Blue

Riviera

Dwarf, upright

lobelia stands

only 3" tall.

Earlier to flower

than any other

series.

Partial SunBlue Eyes

ANNUAL806



MARIGOLD - AFRICAN

Yellow

Taishan

Compact, sturdy plants

with strong necks to

keep flowers upright.

Large, fully-petaled

blooms with no empty

centers. Featured at

the 2008 Olympic Games

in Beijing.

Partial SunOrange Height

10" - 12"

ANNUAL806



MARIGOLDS - FRENCH

Deep Orange

Bonanza

Double-crested,

blooms show early,

and perform under a

wide range of

conditions.

Height

10" - 12"
 Full SunBolero

Mix

Flame

Bloom Size

2" - 2.5"

Yellow

ANNUAL806



Mix Maxi

Super Hero

Replacing the Hero

series, Super Hero

is earlier to

flower and more

uniform across the

series. Stable

flower patterns,

French-crested

form.

Height

9""
full sunHarmony

Yell
ow

ANNUAL806

MARIGOLDS - FRENCH



NASTURTIUM

Jewel Mix

A versatile, beautiful annual that is

also edible. Both leaves and flowers

may be ingested, offering a peppery or

mustardy flavor, often used in salads.

Excellent in baskets and containers as

well as garden plantings. Encouraging

bees, butterflies, and ladybugs while

repelling white flies and black flies,

nasturtiums are a desirable companion

plant in many gardens.

Full SunAlaska Mix Height

10" - 12"
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PANSY

Mix Monet

Delta

Delta is a medium-

large flowered

series with sturdy

stems holding the

flower upright.

Tremendous

landscape

performance.

Bloom Size

2.5" - 3"
 Full Sun

Pure Rose

ANNUAL806



PANSY

Blue Blotch

Delta Premium

Both Delta and Delta

Premium are selected in

Holland for blooming under

low light conditions. An

excellent series for early

spring production.

Bloom Size

2.5" - 3"
 Full SunPure Violet

Pure Golden Yellow

True BlueANNUAL806



PANSY

Pure White

Bloom Size

2.5" - 3"
 Full Sun

Yellow Blotch

White Blotch

Delta Premium

Both Delta and Delta

Premium are selected in

Holland for blooming under

low light conditions. An

excellent series for early

spring production.

ANNUAL806



PANSY

Mix Blotch

 Full Sun

Mix Citrus

Mix Coastal Sunrise

Matrix

Plants have a more robust

habit, better branching

and less stretch. Large

flowers with thick petals

and short stems so they

wont become floppy. Very

uniform in bloom time and

habit.

ANNUAL806



PANSY

Solar Flare

 Full Sun

Sunrise

Mix Ocean Breeze

Matrix

Plants have a more robust

habit, better branching

and less stretch. Large

flowers with thick petals

and short stems so they

wont become floppy. Very

uniform in bloom time and

habit.

ANNUAL806



PANSY

Beaconsfield

Spring Matrix

Best option for

short days and cool

growing, approx. 1

week earlier than

Matrix under these

conditions.

Height

8"
 Full SunDeep Orange

Pink Shades

Purple
WhiteANNUAL806



PETUNIA

Daddy Sugar

Light orchid with

deep purple veins.

Outstanding

performers from

the pack to the

garden.

Height

8" - 10"

Bloom Size

3" - 4"
 Full Sun

ANNUAL806



PETUNIA

Lavender

Double Madness

These double petunias look

spectacular in pots, baskets,

beds, and landscape

plantings. The compact

floriferous plants deliver

generous masses of large

flowers all summer. Double

Madness bounces back within

hours of a rainstorm. Later

to flower than regular

petunias.

Bloom Size

3"
 Full SunBurgundy

Rose & White

Mix
ANNUAL806



PETUNIA

Red Picotee

Dreams

Free-flowering,

tightly branched

petunias deliver

matched performance

across all colors.

Weather tolerant

plants bloom

uniformly.

Height

8"
 Full Sun

Burgundy

Burgundy Picotee

Sky BlueANNUAL806



PETUNIA

Midnight

Pretty Flora

Uses fewer pgr's for

maintaining a compact

habit, both in the pack and

in the landscape. Garden

performance and disease

resistance is improved over

comparable types, due to

better branching that

allows more airflow. A

multi-flora size, suitable

in high density packs up to

promo baskets.

Height

7" - 10"
 Full SunWhite

Mix Formula

Pink
ANNUAL806



PETUNIA

Midnight

Pretty Grand

A grandiflora version

of the Pretty series,

bred for compact

habit with fewer

pgr's needed. Better

branching and

improved airflow give

better garden

performance than

comparable types.

Height

6" - 10"
 Full SunSummer

Red

Deep
PinkANNUAL806



PETUNIA

Prism Sunshine

Prism Sunshine

AAS Winner. The

best performing

yellow

grandiflora. Early

blooms and a

compact, uniform

habit.

Bloom Size

3" - 3.5"
 Full Sun

ANNUAL806



PORTULACA

Fuchsia

Happy Hour

Happy Hour will

flower up to 2

weeks earlier,

since it is bred

for reduced day-

length

sensitivity.

Flowers uniformly

across the series.

Height

8" - 10"
 Full Sun

Mix

ANNUAL806



SALVIA FARINACEA

Victoria Blue

Large, intense, mid-blue

spikes borne on compact

plants. The best for

color intensity and

duration of blooms. Good

for cutting. Blooms into

the fall. Excellent

landscape plant.

Fleuroselect Award

Winner.

Spread

14"
 Full Sun

Height

16" - 18"

ANNUAL806



SALVIA SPLENDENS

Purple

Vista

The brightest

Salvias on the

market. Heat

tolerant, early

flowering with

good outdoor

performance.

Excellent

branching.

Spread

4" - 6"

packs

 Full Sun

Red

Spread

13" - 12"

garden

ANNUAL806



SNAPDRAGON

Rocket Mix

The finest hybrids for

garden use and hot

weather tolerance. They

grow 30-36" tall and

produce long spikes

with many closely

spaced florets. Good

for garden or cutting.

Height

30" - 36"
 Full Sun

ANNUAL806



SNAPDRAGON

Snapshot

Great pack

performance and

earliness are

keynotes of this

series, combined

with strong

garden

performance.

Uniform

flowering.

Height

6" - 10"
 Full Sun

Mix

ANNUAL806



VERBENA

Obsession

Plants are more

compact and have

a branching

habit. Does well

in packs or in

the garden.

Spreading habit.

Very mildew

tolerant.

 Full Sun

Pink

ANNUAL806



VIOLA

Clear Orange

 Full Sun

Mix

Clear Yellow

ColorMax

Awesome color

provided by the

largest viola

blooms we've seen.

Ideal for pots,

packs, baskets, and

combos with

superior weather

and heat tolerance.

Height

8" - 10"

ANNUAL806



VIOLA

Blue

 Full Sun

Lane Mix

Peach Jump Up

Penny

Early flowering, 6"

violas display 1"

blooms. Uniform in both

habit and flowering,

with excellent cool

weather tolerance. Also

displaying more plant

body, this series

should fill packs and

pots better.

Height

6"

Bloom Size

1"

ANNUAL806



VIOLA

White Jump Up

 Full Sun
Yellow Jump Up

Purple Marina

Rose
Blotch

Penny

Early flowering, 6"

violas display 1"

blooms. Uniform in both

habit and flowering,

with excellent cool

weather tolerance. Also

displaying more plant

body, this series

should fill packs and

pots better.

Bloom Size

1"

Height

6"

ANNUAL806



VIOLA
Sorbet XP Delft

Blue

All new breeding

to achieve a

tight bloom

window, better

plant structure,

less stretch, and

more flowers per

plant.

 Full Sun

ANNUAL806



ZINNIA
Profusion

Early, continuous blooming,

12-18" plants perform well

under both warm and cool

conditions with high

humidity. Excellent

tolerance to disease

including Powdery Mildew

and Bacterial Leaf Spot.

Single blooms. Heat and

drought tolerant.

 Full Sun

Mix

Height

12" - 18"

ANNUAL806



ARGYRANTHEMUM - HYBRID

Dark Pink

Grandaisy

An intergenetic cross, bringing argyranthemum to

a whole new level. Vigorous and heat tolerant,

its huge flowers can be enjoyed all summer in

most regions. Large, mounded form is literally

covered in blooms. Propagation prohibited.

Height

18" - 24"
 Full Sun

White

ANNUAL306
ANNUALPOT4



ARGYRANTHEMUM

Sunny Spring

Popular daisy-type flower on bushy plants.

With a more "upright" habit, these plants do

better in pots and tubs rather than hanging

baskets.

Sunny Spring

Beautiful single, yellow flowers on

upright/bushy foliage. Blooms early spring

until late fall. Great for larger pots and

containers. Propagation prohibited.

Height

12" - 14"

Bloom Size

1 1/4"
 Full Sun

ANNUAL306
ANNUALPOT4



Lovely cascading habit, excellent for hanging

baskets, planters, and accents. Beautiful for

"bridal" baskets. Good in 4-10" pots. Propagation

prohibited.

Scobia

"Gullivers" have flowers over 1" in diameter.

Compact White

Height

6" - 8"

Full Sun

Part Shade

BACOPA - SUTERA

ANNUAL306



Nonstop

Free-flowering series reaches

8-10" in height. Bears masses

of double and semi-double

flowers 3 1/2-4 1/2" across.

Blooms condinuously despite

warm temperatures. Excellent

for pots, baskets, window

boxes, and planters. Requires

lighting until mid-March.

Pink

Height

8" - 10"

 Part Sun

Full Shade

BEGONIA - TUBEROUS

*Rose Petticoat

Red

ANNUAL306
ANNUALPOT4

*ANNUALPOT4



Nonstop Joy Yellow

A sub-series to the popular

Nonstop, Prolific blooms,

carried on a well-branched,

mounded habit. The flowers

are showing on the outside of

the domed canopy, giving an

excellent presentation.

Height

8" - 10"

 Part Sun

Full Shade

ANNUAL306
ANNUALPOT4

BEGONIA - TUBEROUS



Deep Orange

Nonstop Mocca

Early and uniform

bronze-leafed

series. Numerous,

large, fully-

double flowers.

Mounding habit

and early lateral

branching.

 Part Sun

Full Shade

Mix

ANNUAL306

ANNUALPOT4

BEGONIA - TUBEROUS



Yellow

Solenia

Thrives in high light and humidity in all

but the hottest climates. Outstanding

flower displays in both sun and shade. Need

long days to bloom; will flower all summer.

Propagation prohibited.

Height

12"

Spread

18"

Full Sun

Part Shade

BEGONIA - HIEMALIS

ANNUALPOT4



Vermillion Red

Special Collection

Extremely showy outdoor begonias, suitable for

full sun, with prolific medium to large blooms.

Compact, mounded habit make these ideal for pots,

hanging baskets, mixed containers, and mass

planting. Showstopping flower power, incredible

heat tolerance. Propagation prohibited.

Height

8" - 12"

Full Sun

Part Shade

BEGONIA - HIEMALIS

ANNUALPOT4



BIDENS

Yellow Charm

Good for baskets,

pots, accents,

borders or as a

groundcover. Very

vigorous grower.

Heat tolerant; but

keep soil moist.

Propagation

prohibited.

 Full Sun

ANNUAL306



Features cascades of tiny petunia-type flowers which

cover this low trailing plant. Mounded habit trails

well in pots, hanging baskets, planters, and

combinations. Vigorous grower. Blooms all summer.

Once established, feed well. Propagation prohibited

on all.

Calibasket Pink Doll

Formerly Celebration Pink Doll. Pink with deep rose

ring. Perfect for basket production exhibiting more

vigor than Calitastic, but more controlled habit

than Celebration.

CALIBRACHOA

 Full Sun

ANNUALPOT4



CALIBRACHOA

*Ice Blue

Calitastic

A compact, incredibly

uniform series from

the breeders of

Celebration. Very

early flowering, all

will bloom at 11 hours

critical daylength.

Perfect 4", 6" or

compact hangers.

 Full Sun
Height

8" - 9"

Spread

9" - 14"

Red Lips

White

ANNUAL306

*ANNUALPOT4



Candy Shop Candy Crush

Bright pink with irregular white star and

yellow throat. Brushwork pattern flowers

with fluorescent colors and irregular

stars. Early flowering, semi-trailing,

medium to strong vigor. Very nice in mixed

containers and hanging baskets.

 Full Sun

CALIBRACHOA

Height

9" - 14"

Spread

12"

ANNUALPOT4



Chameleon Atomic Orange

Shades of orange, melon and yellow. A special

series with flowers that continually change

throughout the season, responding to light

levels, day-length, and other environmental

factors. Very vigorous series with

outstanding garden performance and season-

long durability.

 Full Sun

CALIBRACHOA

Spread

12" - 16"

Height

9" - 12"

ANNUALPOT4



CALIBRACHOA

Purple Lace

Colibri

From the breeders

of Noa, Colibri is

a compact series

with large, early

flowers on mounded

plants. Ideal for

pots, compact

baskets, and mixed

containers.

 Full Sun

Cherry Lace

ANNUALPOT4



CALIBRACHOA

Eyeconic Purple

Light blue rims and dark blue centers. An

outstanding plant with an aggressive growing

habit making it ideal for large containers or

baskets. Large flowers with a semi- trailing

habit, very showy. Will flower under 10-hour

day-length

 Full Sun

ANNUALPOT4



CALIBRACHOA

Gold Medal

Hula

Previously Lindura

Loops. Large, dark-

eyed flowers on

medium vigor plants

work well in

standalone baskets

or combos. All

colors are

daylength neutral.

 Full Sun

Hot Pink

Height

6" - 12"

 Spread

12" - 15"

ANNUALPOT4



CALIBRACHOA

Neon

Lindura Cosmos

Unique star-

splashed flowers

displayed early on

compact, mounding

plants. Propagation

prohibited.

 Full Sun

ANNUAL306



Dark Pink Carnival

Noa

Especially suited for early

spring flowering as they

will bloom well even in 10

hour days. Flowers open

earlier in the morning.

Trailing habit. The result

of third generation

breeding of Calimor Series,

providing more uniform,

compact growth Blue Legend

Deep Purple

Yellow

CALIBRACHOA

 Full Sun

ANNUAL306



Red

Hypnotica

Large flowers, vigorous,

uniform habit and good

branching are all

characteristics of this

line. Heat tolerant and

excellent for 6" or larger

pot production. Propagation

prohibited.

Icarus

Rose Bicolor

Yellow

DAHLIA

Height

18" - 24"
Full Sun

ANNUALPOT55



DAHLIA

LaBella Medio Fun Pink Blush

Dark pink tipped with light pink. A compact sub-

series of the Labellas that present unique and

striking bicolors. Best suited for 4-6" pot

production. These easy-care showstoppers work well

in containers, beds and borders. Propagation

prohibited.

Height

8" - 10"
 Full Sun

ANNUALPOT4



DAHLIA

Novation

Novation Dahlias are replacing the

Dahlinovas with upgraded uniformity across

the series. The well branched plants are

early flowering with loads of double

flowers. Best in 4-5" pot programs.

Propagation prohibited.

Height

8" - 12"
 Full Sun

Ruby

ANNUALPOT4



EUPHORBIA

Snowdrift

Starblast

Upright, vigorous plants are

surrounded with a cloud of

flowers all season long.

Easy and versatile, they

provide texture and color in

pots, mixed containers and

mass plantings. Amazing heat

tolerance. Propagation

prohibited.

Height

12"
Full Sun

Spread

12"

ANNUAL306



GERANIUM - INTERSPECIFIC

Interspecific geraniums are a cross between

ivies and zonals, but provide better performance

overall.

Calliope Medium

Choose Calliope Medium to add premium color and

variety to your retail space. Comes with the

same excellent attributes as the "Large" series,

but is better suited to smaller containers, 1

quart - 2.5 quart programs. Your customers will

not be disappointed! Propagation prohibited.

Pink Flame

Width

16" - 20"

 Full Sun to

Partial Sun

Rose
Mega Splash

Dark Red

Hot Pink
Height

14" - 18"

ANNUALPOT4



Burgundy

GERANIUM-REGAL
These wonderful, old-fashioned "Martha

Washington" geraniums are making a

comeback in popularity, along with

improved genetics and refined culture

techniques for growers. They have been

pre-cooled to initiate flower

development. Propagation prohibited.

Elegance

Produces a plant 8-10" tall from a

single-shoot liner. Single-shoot liners

can be grown on in a 4 1/2-5 1/2" pot.

Height

8" - 10"
Full Sun

Claret

Purple Majesty

ANNUALPOT55



Sunrise

Royalty White

GERANIUM-REGAL
These wonderful, old-fashioned "Martha

Washington" geraniums are making a

comeback in popularity, along with

improved genetics and refined culture

techniques for growers. They have been

pre-cooled to initiate flower

development. Propagation prohibited.

Elegance

Produces a plant 8-10" tall from a

single-shoot liner. Single-shoot liners

can be grown on in a 4 1/2-5 1/2" pot.

Height

8" - 10"
Full Sun

Red Velvet

ANNUALPOT55



Blue

Spanish Wine Burgundy

GERANIUM-ZONAL
Traditional favorite and a must for your

spring finished program. Propagation

prohibited.

Darko

Popular for their intense dark leaves,

as well as the compact habit. A good fit

for pgr-free pot crops. Well structured

plants are selected to be round and

balanced with several blooms on top at

once. Medium earliness.

Height

10" - 12"

Full Sun

Part Shade

Spanish
Wine Rosé

Spread

12" - 14"

ANNUALPOT4



Velvet

Height

12" - 14"

Full Sun

Part Shade
Spread

14" - 16"

GERANIUM - ZONAL

Traditional favorite and a

must for your spring

finished program.

Propagation prohibited.

Flower Fairy

Vigorous plants are

outstanding for large patio

containers and landscapes.

Huge flowers with beautiful

bicolor petals. Propagation

prohibited. White Splash

ANNUALPOT4



Bright Red

Height

18"

Full Sun

Part Shade

GERANIUM - ZONAL

Traditional favorite

and a must for your

spring finished

program. Propagation

prohibited.

Maestro

Medium vigor for high-

density production.

Good landscape

performance and heat

tolerance. Pink Parfait

Salmon

ANNUALPOT4



Pink Dark Eye

GERBERA

Coral Light Eye

Flori Line Maxi

Suitable for 4

1/2-6" pots.

Features very

large flowers up

to 4.5" across

with some amazing

color choices.

Height

10" - 14"
 Full Sun

Bloom

4.5"

ANNUALPOT55



Tangerine Light Eye

GERBERA

Red Light Eye

Jaguar

Plants are short with

thick flower stems making

them great for 4 1/2-5"

pots. Height of 8-10" in a

pot, 10-12" in the garden.

Displays up to 5 blooms

per plant at one time for

real color impact.

Height

8" - 10"
 Full Sun

Yellow Light Eye

ANNUALPOT55



Mix Select

GERBERA

Bicolor Red White

Revolution

Very early

flowering and

bred to present 3

blooms at the

same time for

high color

impact. Use of

pgr is not

recommended.

Height

12" - 16"
 Full Sun

Bicolor Yellow Orange

Spread

 5" - 6"

ANNUALPOT55



GERBERA

Royal Prince Neon Violet

Shimmering violet with a

dark eye. The Royal

gerberas are noted for

their "spiral staircase"

flowering habit, buds and

blooms forming a spiral

of continued color. Ideal

for 4" production.

Height

10"
 Full Sun

ANNUALPOT55



LANTANA

Red Sky

Bright, cheery blooms show

a striking contrast to the

dark green foliage.

Excellent for the summer

heat. Allow to dry down

between waterings, but not

dry out. Also tolerates

wind, drough, and salt,

making it a good choice

for coastal gardens.

Height

12" - 24"
Full Sun

Havana

A busy, landscape series with low

seed set, and more continuous

flowering. Well-branched, moderate

vigor, very uniform in production.

Heat tolerant with great ratings

at summer outdoor trials. 

 Propagation prohibited.

Pink Sky

Sunset

ANNUAL306



LOBELIA

Blue

These Lobelias offer large

flowers and more heat

tolerance than standard seed

types. Lovely cascading habit.

Excellent for hanging baskets,

mixed containers, and beds. A

cooling period of 6 weeks at

40-45°F promotes flowering.

Pinch at least twice.

Propagation prohibited.

Hot

Very heat tolerant with large

blooms and weather-resistant

foliage.

 Full Sun

Part Sun

Water Blue Improved

Snow White

PurpleANNUAL306



LOBULARIA

Purple

Stream

A fast-growing, heat tolerant

"alyssum", grows all summer long into

a floriferous, ball-shaped plant. Its

naturally compact habit keeps it tidy

and manageable in hanging baskets,

mixed containers, or window boxes.

Wonderfully fragrant. Will gorw up to

20" bdiameter over a summer season.

Propagation prohibited.

Full Sun

Part Shade

Raspberry

White
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OSTEOSPERMUM

Amber

Ostica

Requires no

vernalization to

bloom. Vibrant

flowers on

sturdy, compact

plants, ideal for

early spring.

Full Sun
Burgundy

Purple Eye

Mega PinkANNUAL306



Easy Wave

A super performer for small

spaces. Plants are more

mounded than the "Waves"

growing 8-10" tall and

spreading out 2 1/2-3 ft.

Excellent complement to the

"Waves" where not so much

spread is desirable. Also less

need for growth regulators.

PETUNIA - PREMIUM

Blue

A spectacularly different, spreading

habit makes the spreading petunias

excellent for baskets, color bowls an

dbeds where brilliant ground covers

are desired. Low growing and very

vigorous, spreading up to 4 ft. the

plants continue to bloom freely all

season without being trimmed back.

More botrytis tolerant than most

petunias, and stands up well to the

heat and humidity of summer in the

North or South.

Bloom Size

2" - 3"
 Full Sun

Burgundy Star

*Lavender Sky  Blue

Height

8" - 10"

ANNUAL306
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Easy Wave

A super performer for small

spaces. Plants are more

mounded than the "Waves"

growing 8-10" tall and

spreading out 2 1/2-3 ft.

Excellent complement to the

"Waves" where not so much

spread is desirable. Also less

need for growth regulators.

PETUNIA - PREMIUM

Red

A spectacularly different, spreading

habit makes the spreading petunias

excellent for baskets, color bowls an

dbeds where brilliant ground covers

are desired. Low growing and very

vigorous, spreading up to 4 ft. the

plants continue to bloom freely all

season without being trimmed back.

More botrytis tolerant than most

petunias, and stands up well to the

heat and humidity of summer in the

North or South.

Bloom Size

2" - 3"
 Full Sun

Neon Rose

Pink Passion

Height

8" - 10"
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A spectacularly different, spreading

habit makes the spreading petunias

excellent for baskets, color bowls an

dbeds where brilliant ground covers

are desired. Low growing and very

vigorous, spreading up to 4 ft. the

plants continue to bloom freely all

season without being trimmed back.

More botrytis tolerant than most

petunias, and stands up well to the

heat and humidity of summer in the

North or South.

Easy Wave

A super performer for small

spaces. Plants are more

mounded than the "Waves"

growing 8-10" tall and

spreading out 2 1/2-3 ft.

Excellent complement to the

"Waves" where not so much

spread is desirable. Also less

need for growth regulators.

PETUNIA - PREMIUM

Silver

Bloom Size

2" - 3"
 Full Sun

Rose Fusion

Velour Burgundy

Height

8" - 10"
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A spectacularly different, spreading

habit makes the spreading petunias

excellent for baskets, color bowls an

dbeds where brilliant ground covers

are desired. Low growing and very

vigorous, spreading up to 4 ft. the

plants continue to bloom freely all

season without being trimmed back.

More botrytis tolerant than most

petunias, and stands up well to the

heat and humidity of summer in the

North or South.

Easy Wave

A super performer for small

spaces. Plants are more

mounded than the "Waves"

growing 8-10" tall and

spreading out 2 1/2-3 ft.

Excellent complement to the

"Waves" where not so much

spread is desirable. Also less

need for growth regulators.

PETUNIA - PREMIUM

White

Bloom Size

2" - 3"
 Full Sun

Violet

Yellow

Height

8" - 10"
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PETUNIA - VEGETATIVE

Purple

Amoré

The Amoré series is special-

each flower is decorated

with hearts between the

stripes. Nicely selected

group with similar habits

and bloom times. Much more

stable color pattern than

we've seen in other series.

Give this one a try!

 Full Sun

Queen of Hearts

King of Hearts

Pink Heart
ANNUAL306



PETUNIAS - VEGETATIVE
Cascadias

Vegetative petunias known for their

excellent garden performance. Used

extensively for hanging baskets, window

boxes, and landscaping, they quickly make an

impressive mass planting under full

sunlight. From early spring to first frost,

they continue to grow and bloom profusely.

Feed well for best performance. Tolerate

both high temperatures as well as light

frost. Propagation prohibited.

Indian Summer
 Full Sun

Purple Gem

ANNUALPOT4
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PETUNIAS - VEGETATIVE

Crazytunia

A collection of novelty

colors, sure to please.

Very unstable color

patterns give a great deal

of variation on these

descriptions. Often the

first flower is closer to

a solid color.

Cosmic Purple

Mayan Sunset

Height

12" - 14"
 Full Sun

Spread

18" - 24"

ANNUALPOT4



PETUNIA - VEGETATIVE

Black

Ray

A beautiful,

mounding habit just

covers itself in

large flowers. All

will bloom early in

the spring for the

start-up of the

season.

 Full Sun

Pistachio Cream

Sunflower

Classic
BlueANNUAL306



PETUNIAS - VEGETATIVE

Surprise Monarch Star

"Formerly Fortunia Early Wine and

Cheese". Fuchia purple with a

creamy yellow star. Lovely large

flowers sit on well branched

foliage with a very early,

vigorous, semi-mounded, trailing

habit. Suited to pots and hanging

baskets. Also a good choice for

landscapes. Propagation prhibited.

Height

10" - 14"
 Full Sun

Spread

12" - 24"

ANNUALPOT4



PETUNIAS - VEGETATIVE

Veranda Double Sugar Plum

Fully double, medium size

blooms of bicolor purple

and lilac. Controlled

habit, suitable for pot

production as well as

hanging baskets and mixed

containers. Propagation

prohibited.

Height

8" - 12"
 Full Sun

ANNUALPOT4



SCAEVOLA

Purple Haze

Lovely large, fan-shaped

flowers cover the plants.

Foliage has a thick "waxy"

texture. Makes an

attractive hanging basket

and is also good used as a

ground cover. Tolerates the

summer heat; good in the

south. Propagation

prohibited. White Touch

Danziger Varieties

A more compact habit, with

medium growth, medium

flower size and early

flowering.

Pink Cloud
 Full Sun
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STRAWBERRIES

Fragoo

An ornamental plant

with sweet-flavored

berries. Day neutral,

everbearing, hardy to

Zone 5, will make

attractive runners up

to 3ft long. Excellent

for pots, baskets and

mixed containers.

 Full Sun

Deep Rose

White

ANNUAL306



SUNPATIENS

Impatiens that look like New Guineas for full

sun and full summer heat. Trialed and proven

in Dallas Arboretum and found in full bloom

105°F heat. Vigorous, fast growing, and free

flowering. These plants are especially suited

for large containers and big landscape beds.

It is also recommended to acclimate them to

full sun prior to planting out or some

burning of flowers may develop. Propagation

prohibited.

 Full Sun

Pink Candy

Compact Group

Don't be fooled by the word "compact", as

these are still vigorous and fast-growing

as compared to typical New Guineas. They

are about 2 weeks later than the

Spreading group to reach full size of 24"

height x 24" spread in the garden.

Tropical Rose
ANNUALPOT55
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Forms a huge, densely branched plant,

gracefully cascading from hanging

baskets. Shiny leaves dotted with

"wishbone" flowers make a delightful

and unique addition to spring

finished programs in 4" or larger

pots. Heat tolerant as long as its

kept well watered; also hardy to

28°f. Propagation prohibited.

Moon

semi-trailing habit. Requires partial

shade.

TORENIA

Part Shade

Blue

Magenta
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VERBENA

Bicolor Rose
Very Popular, heat

tolerant plants produce

vivid blooms. Good in

baskets, pots, tubs, and

landscapes. Perennial in

some parts of the south.

avoid wet foliage to

help prevent powdery

mildew. Propagation

prohibited.

Vanessa Compact

A sub-series of Vanessa

that has a more mounded,

naturally controlled

habit while exhibiting

the same powdery mildew

resistance and heat/cold

tolerance as its larger

counterpart. Better

suited to quarts or

combos. Propagation

prohibited. 

Full Sun

Part Shade

Bicolor Purple

Deep Pink
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VERBENA

RedVery Popular, heat

tolerant plants produce

vivid blooms. Good in

baskets, pots, tubs, and

landscapes. Perennial in

some parts of the south.

avoid wet foliage to

help prevent powdery

mildew. Propagation

prohibited.

Vanessa Compact

A sub-series of Vanessa

that has a more mounded,

naturally controlled

habit while exhibiting

the same powdery mildew

resistance and heat/cold

tolerance as its larger

counterpart. Better

suited to quarts or

combos. Propagation

prohibited. 

Full Sun

Part Shade

Neon Pink

Violet
White
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VERBENA

Very Popular, heat

tolerant plants produce

vivid blooms. Good in

baskets, pots, tubs, and

landscapes. Perennial in

some parts of the south.

avoid wet foliage to

help prevent powdery

mildew. Propagation

prohibited.

Voodoo Red Star

Red with vivid peachy-

white star. (Formerly

Estreall). A broadleaf

Verbena, selected

especially for its

improved mildew

resistance. Compact,

mounding habit, large

flower cluster. Early to

bloom.

Full Sun

Part Shade
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Accents



DRACAENA

Indivisa

(Spikes)

Attractive plant

with erect habit

and sword shaped,

smooth leaves.

Grows up to 2 ft

tall in the

garden.

Height

24"

35SPECIALTYPLANT



HEDERA

Glacier

Often called English Ivy.

This hardy accent plant

makes a great addition to

mixed planters or

baskets. Can also be

grown as a foliage basket

for winter indoor use.

Low light is OK; feed

lightly. Gray-green with

white variegation.

Full Sun

Part Sun

Shade
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HYPOESTES

Mix

Splash Select

Big uniform dots of color

mark the eye-catching

foliage of these dwarf,

8-10" hypoestes. No

growth regulator is

needed to maintain their

habit; pinching promotes

a bushier plant.

Part Sun

Rose
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IPOMEA

Blackie

Lovely vining

accent plants make

incredible fillers

in planters,

window boxes, and

hanging baskets.

Full sun to light

shade. Likes high

temperatures.

Full Sun

Marguerite
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PENNISETUM

Rubrum

Deep red foliage is

topped by dramatic

purple-red plumes.

Flowers displayed all

summer long. Beautiful in

the landscape or mixed

containers. Needs intense

sunlight and full

maturity to display full

color.

Full Sun
Height

3' - 4'

35SPECIALTYPLANT



VINCA

major Maculata

One of the most popular accent plants.

Use it in almost any combination where

a graceful, trailing accent is

desired. It is also surprisingly cold

hardy.

An attractive plant similar to Vinca

Vine, with a dark green leaf and

yellow central veining. Does best with

some shade.

Full Sun

Part Shade
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VINCA

major Variegated

One of the most popular accent plants.

Use it in almost any combination where

a graceful, trailing accent is

desired. It is also surprisingly cold

hardy.

Ever popular variegated vine. Does

best with some shade.

Full Sun

Part Shade

35SPECIALTYPLANT



VINCA

major Wojo's Jem

One of the most popular accent plants.

Use it in almost any combination where

a graceful, trailing accent is

desired. It is also surprisingly cold

hardy.

Striking bright green with bold cream

variegation. More compact growth. Some

vines may revert to pure green- just

remove them if desired. Propagation

prohibited.

Full Sun

Part Shade

35SPECIALTYPLANT
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